[Relation between echocardiographic image and the electrocardiogram in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy].
Authors analyzed the correlation between anatomic changes estimated by echocardiographic examination and electrocardiographic recordings in group of 104 patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. It was stated that morphological type III by Maron (8) is characterized, in comparison with other types, by significantly lower percentage of right ventricular hypertrophy and higher percentage of QTc interval prolongation, whereas percentage of patients with mitral or left ventricular hypertrophy was insignificantly higher. P Mitrale was significantly more often observed in patients with left ventricular diastolic dimension less than 35 mm. Generally ecg recordings had no distinct markers of the extent and localization of hypertrophic changes. Authors conclude that the unmistakable recognition of the anatomical type of hypertrophy basing on electrocardiogram is possible.